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Abstract. In this paper we presented the semantics of database mappings in the
relationalDB category based on the power-view monadT and monadic alge-
bras. The objects in this category are the database-instances (a database-instance
is a set of n-ary relations, i.e., a set of relational tables as in standard RDBs). The
morphisms inDB category are used in order to express the semantics of view-
based Global and Local as View (GLAV) mappings between relational databases,
for example those used in Data Integration Systems. Such morphisms in thisDB

category are not functions but have the complex tree structures based on a set
of complex query computations between two database-instances. ThusDB cat-
egory, as a base category for the semantics of databases and mappings between
them, is different from theSet category used dominantly for such issues, and
needs the full investigation of its properties.
In this paper we presented another contributions for an intensive exploration of
properties and semantics of this category, based on the power-view monadT and
the Kleisli category for databases. Here we stressed some Universal algebra con-
siderations based on monads and relationships between thisDB category and the
standardSet category. Finally, we investigated the general algebraic and induc-
tion properties for databases in this category, and we defined theinitial monadic
algebras for database instances.

1 Introduction

The computational significance of monads has been stressed [1,2] in suggestions that
they may help in understanding programs ”as functions from values to computations”.
The idea, roughly, is to give a denotational semantics to computations, and it suggests
an alternative to the conceptual gap between the intensional (operational) and the ex-
tensional (denotational) approach to the semantics of programming languages.
The idea of a monad, based on an endofunctorT for a given category, as a model for
computations is that, for each set of values of typeA, TA is the object of computations
of ”typeA”.
Let us explain in which way we can use such a denotational semantics, based on mon-
ads, in the case of relational databases. It is well known that the relational databases
are complex structures, defined by sets of n-ary relations, and the mappings between
them are based on sets of view-mappings between the source databaseA to the target
databaseB. We consider the views as an universal property for databases (possible ob-
servations of the information contained in some database).

http://arxiv.org/abs/1102.4769v1
http://zoranmajkic.webs.com/


We assumea viewof a databaseA the relation (set of tuples) obtained by a ”Select-
Project-Join + Union” (SPJRU) queryq(x) wherex is a list of attributes of this view.
We denote by ŁA the set of all such queries over a database A, and by ŁA/≈ the quotient
term algebra obtained by introducing the equivalence relation≈, such thatq(x) ≈ q′(x)
if both queries result with the same relation (view). Thus, aview can be equivalently
considered as atermof this quotient-term algebra ŁA/≈ with carrier set of relations in
A and a finite arity of their operators, whose computation returns with a set of tuples
of this view. If this query is a finite term of this algebra it iscalled a ”finitary view”.
Notice that a finitary view can have an infinite number of tuples also.
Such aninstance leveldatabase categoryDB has been introduced first time in Techni-
cal report [3], and used also in [4]. General information about categories the reader can
find in classic books [5], while more information about this particular database cate-
goryDB, with set of its objectsObDB and set of its morphismsMorDB , are recently
presented in [6]. In this paper we will only emphasize some ofbasic properties of this
DB category, in order to render more selfcontained this presentation.
Every object (denoted byA,B,C,..) of this category is a database instance, composed
by a set of n-ary relationsai ∈ A, i = 1, 2, ... called also ”elements ofA”.
In [3] has been defined the power-view operatorT , with domain and codomain equal
to the set of all database instances, such that for any object(database)A, the objectTA
denotes a database composed by the set ofall viewsof A. The objectTA, for a given
database instanceA, corresponds to the quotient-term algebra ŁA/≈, where carrier is a
set of equivalence classes of closed terms of a well defined formulae of a relational al-
gebra, ”constructed” byΣR-constructors (relational operators in SPJRU algebra: select,
project, join and union) and symbols (attributes of relations) of a database instanceA,
and constants of attribute-domains. More precisely,TA is ”generated” by this quotient-
term algebra ŁA/≈, i.e., for a given evaluation of queries in ŁA, EvalA : ŁA → TA,
which is surjective function, from a factorization theorem, holds that there is a unique
bijectionisA : ŁA/≈ → TA, such that the following diagram commutes

ŁA
EvalA- TA

ŁA/≈

nat≈

?
isA

-

where the surjective functionnat≈ : ŁA → ŁA/≈ is a natural representation for the
equivalence≈.
For every objectA holds thatA ⊆ TA, andTA = TTA, i.e., each (element) view of
database instanceTA is also an element (view) of a database instanceA.
Closed objectin DB is a databaseA such thatA = TA. Notice that also whenA
is finitary (has a finite number of relations) but with at leastone relation with infinite
number of tuples, thenTA has an infinite number of relations (views ofA), thus can be
an infinitary object. It is obvious that when a domain of constants of a database is finite
then bothA andTA are finitary objects.
From abehavioral point of view based on observationswe can define equivalent (cate-
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gorically isomorphic) objects (database instances) as follows: each arrow (morphism) is
composed by a number of ”queries” (view-maps), and each query may be seen as anob-
servationover some database instance (object ofDB). Thus, we can characterize each
object inDB (a database instance) by its behavior according to a given set of observa-
tions. Thus databasesA andB are equivalent (bisimilar) if they have the same set of its
observable internal states, i.e. whenTA is equal toTB: A ≈ B iff TA = TB.
This equivalence relation corresponds to the isomorphism of objects inDB category
[6]. It is demonstrated that this powerview closure operator T can be extended also to
arrows ofDB category, thus that it is an endofunctor and thatdefines a monad(see
Section 2).
Basic properties of this database categoryDB as its symmetry (bijective correspon-
dence between arrows and objects, duality (DB is equal to its dualDBOP ) so that
each limit is also colimit (ex. product is also coproduct, pullback is also pushout, empty
database⊥0 is zero objet, that is, both initial and terminal object, etc..), and that it is a
2-category has been demonstrated in [3,6].
Generally, database mappings are not simply programs from values (relations) into
computations (views) but an equivalence of computations: because of that each map-
ping, from any two databases A and B, is symmetric and gives a duality property to the
categoryDB. The denotational semantics of database mappings is given by morphisms
of the Kleisli categoryDBT which may be ”internalized” inDB category as ”compu-
tations” [7].
The productA×B of a databasesA andB is equal to their coproductA+ B, and the
semantics for them is that we are not able to define a view by using relations of both
databases, that is, these two databases have independent DBMS for query evaluation.
For example, the creation of exact copy of a databaseA in another DB server corre-
sponds to the databaseA+A.
In the paper [8,9,8] have been considered some relationships ofDB and standardSet
category, and has been introduced the categorial (functors) semantics for two basic
database operations:matching⊗, andmerging⊕, such that for any two databasesA
andB, we have thatA ⊗ B = TA

⋂
TB andA ⊕ B = T (A

⋃
B). In the same work

has been defined the algebraic database lattice and has been shown thatDB is concrete,
small and locally finitely presentable (lfp) category. Moreover, it was shown thatDB
is also V-category enriched over itself, was developed a metric space and a subobject
classifier for this category, and demonstrated that it is a weak monoidal topos.
In this paper we will develop the denotational semantics fordatabase mappings based
on power-view endofunctorT , monadicT -(co)algebras and their computational prop-
erties inDB category, and Kleisly category of a monadT used for categorial semantics
of database mappings and database queries.
Plan of this paper is the following: After brief introduction of DB category and its
power-view monadT , taken from [3,6,10], in Section 3 consider its behavioral equiv-
alence and category symmetry. In Section 4 we will consider universal algebra the-
ory for databases and monadic coalgebras for database mappings. In Section 5 will be
developed the categorial semantics of database mappings, based on Kleisly category
of the monadT . Finally in Section 6 are developed the theoretical considerations of
(co)algebras and (co)inductions for databases.
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2 Monad over DB Category

In this section we will present a short introduction for aDB category, based on work
in [3,6,10]. As default we assume that a domain of every database is arbitrary large set
but is finite. It is reasonable assumption for real applications. We define an universal
database instanceΥ , as the union of all database instances, i.e.,Υ = {ai|ai ∈ A,A ∈
ObDB}. It is a top object of this category. We have thatΥ = TΥ , because every view
v ∈ TΥ is a database instance also, thusv ∈ Υ ; and vice versa, every elementr ∈ Υ is
also a view ofΥ , thusr ∈ TΥ .
Every object (database)A has also an empty relation⊥. The object (database) com-
posed by only this empty relation is denoted by⊥0 and we have thatT⊥0 = ⊥0 = {⊥}.
Any empty database (a database with only empty relations) isisomorphic to this bottom
object⊥0.
Morphisms of this category are all possible mappings between database instancesbased
on views. Elementary view-map for a given databaseA is given by a SPCU query
fi = qAi

: A→ TA. Let us denote by‖fi‖ the extension of the relation obtained by this
queryqAi

. Suppose thatri1, ..., rik ∈ A are the relations used for computation of this
query, and that the corespondent algebraic termq̂i is a function (it is not a T-coalgebra)
q̂i : A

k → TA, whereAk is k-th cartesian product ofA. Then,‖qAi
‖ = q̂i(ri1, ..., rik).

Differently from this algebra termq̂i which is a function, a view-mapqAi
: A → TA,

which isa T-coalgebra, is nota function.
Consequently, an atomic morphismf : A→ B, from a databaseA to databaseB, is a
set of such view-mappings, thusit is not generally a function.
We can introduce two functions,∂0, ∂1 : MorDB → P(Υ ) (which are different from
standard category functionsdom, cod : MorDB → ObDB), such that for any view-
mapqAi

: A −→ TA, we have that∂0(qAi
) = {r1, ..., rk} ⊆ A is a subset of relations

of A used as arguments by this queryqAi
and∂1(qAi

) = {v}, v ∈ TA (v is a resulting
view of a queryqAi

). In fact, we have that they are functions∂0, ∂1 :MorDB → P(Υ )
(whereP is a powerset operation), such that for any morphismf : A → B between
databasesA andB, which is a set of view-mappingsqAi

such that‖qAi
‖ ∈ B, we have

that∂0(f) ⊆ A and∂1(f) ⊆ TA
⋂
B ⊆ B. Thus, we have

∂0(f) =
⋃

qAi
∈f

∂0(qAi
) ⊆ dom(f) = A, ∂1(f) =

⋃

qAi
∈f

∂1(qAi
) ⊆ cod(f) = B

Based on atomic morphisms (sets of view-mappings) which arecomplete arrows (c-
arrows), we obtain that their composition generates tree-structures, which can be in-
complete (p-arrows), in the way that for a composed arrowh = g ◦ f : A → C, of
two atomic arrowsf : A → B andg : B → C, we can have the situations where
∂0(f) ⊂ ∂0(h), where the set of relations in∂0(h) − ∂0(f) ⊂ ∂0(g) are denominated
”hidden elements”.

Definition 1. The following BNF defines the setMorDB of all morphisms in DB:
p−arrow := c−arrow | c−arrow ◦ c−arrow (for any two c-arrowsf : A −→ B

andg : B −→ C )
morphism := p− arrow | c − arrow ◦ p − arrow (for any p-arrowf : A −→ B

and c-arrowg : B −→ C)
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whereby the composition of two arrows, f (partial) and g (complete), we obtain the
following p-arrow (partial arrow)h = g ◦ f : A −→ C

h = g ◦ f =
⋃

qBj
∈ g & ∂0(qBj

)
⋂

∂1(f) 6=∅

{qBj
} ◦

◦
⋃

qAi
∈ f & ∂1(qAi

)={v} & v∈ ∂0(qBj
)

{qAi
(tree)}

= {qBj
◦ {qAi

(tree) | ∂1(qAi
) ⊆ ∂0(qBj

)} | qBj
∈ g & ∂0(qBj

)
⋂
∂1(f) 6= ∅}

= {qBj
(tree) | qBj

∈ g & ∂0(qBj
)
⋂
∂1(f) 6= ∅}

whereqAi
(tree) is the tree of the morphisms f belowqAi

.
We define the semantics of mappings by functionBT : MorDB −→ ObDB, which,
given any mapping morphismf : A −→ B returns with the set of views (”information
flux”) which are really ”transmitted” from the source to the target object.
1. for atomic morphism,̃f = BT (f) , T {‖fi‖ | fi ∈ f}.
2. Letg : A → B be a morphism with a flux̃g, andf : B → C an atomic morphism
with fluxf̃ defined in point 1, thenf̃ ◦ g = BT (f ◦ g) , f̃

⋂
g̃.

We introduce an equivalence relation over morphisms by,f ≈ g iff f̃ = g̃.

Notice that between any two databasesA andB there is at least an ”empty” arrow
∅ : A → B such that∂0(∅) = ∂1(∅) = ∅̃ = {⊥} = ⊥0. We have that⊥ ∈ A for
any databaseA ( in DB all objects are pointed by⊥ databases), so that any arrow
f : A → B has a component empty mapping∅ (thus also arrows are pointed by∅).
Thus we have the following fundamental properties:

Proposition 1 [10] Any mapping morphismf : A −→ B is a closed object in DB,
i.e., f̃ = T f̃ , such thatf̃ ⊆ TA

⋂
TB, and

1. each arrow such that̃f = TB is an epimorphismf : A։ B,
2. each arrow such that̃f = TA is a monomorphismf : A →֒ B,
3. each monic and epic arrow is an isomorphism.

If f is epic thenTA ⊇ TB; if it is monic thenTA ⊆ TB. Thus we have an isomor-
phism of two objects (databases),A ≃ B iff TA = TB.
We define an ordering� between databases byA � B iff TA ⊆ TB.
Thus, for any databaseA we have thatA ≃ TA, i.e., there is an isomorphic arrow
isA = {qAi

| ∂0(qAi
) = ∂1(qAi

) = {v} andv ∈ A} : A → TA and its inverse
isinvA = {qTAi

| ∂0(qTAi
) = ∂1(qTAi

) = {v} andv ∈ A ⊆ TA} : TA→ A, such that

their flux is ĩsA = ĩsinvA = TA.
The following duality theorem tells that, for any commutative diagram inDB there is
also the same commutative diagram composed by the equal objects and inverted equiva-
lent arrows: This ”bidirectional” mappings property ofDB is a consequence of the fact
that the composition of arrows is semantically based on the set-intersection commuta-
tivity property for ”information fluxes” of its arrows. Thusany limit diagramin DB
has also its”reversed” equivalent colimit diagramwith equal objects,any universal
propertyhas also itsequivalent couniversal propertyin DB.
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Theorem 1 [10] there exists the controvariant functorS = (S0, S1) : DB −→ DB
such that

1. S0 is the identity function on objects.
2. for any arrow in DB,f : A −→ B we haveS1(f) : B −→ A, such thatS1(f) ,

f inv, wheref inv is (equivalent) reversed morphism off (i.e., f̃ inv = f̃ ),
f inv = is−1

A ◦ (Tf)
inv ◦ isB with

(Tf)inv ,
⋃

∂0(qTBj
)=∂1(qTBj

)={v} & v∈ f̃

{qTBj
: TB → TA}

3. The category DB is equal to its dual categoryDBOP .

Let us extend the notion of the type operatorT into the notion of the endofunctor in
DB category:

Theorem 2 [10] There exists the endofunctorT = (T 0, T 1) : DB −→ DB, such that

1. for any object A, the object componentT 0 is equal to the type operator T, i.e.,
T 0(A) , TA

2. for any morphismf : A −→ B, the arrow componentT 1 is defined by

T (f) , T 1(f) =
⋃

∂0(qTAi
)=∂1(qTAi

)={v} & v∈ f̃

{qTAi
: TA→ TB}

3. Endofunctor T preserves properties of arrows, i.e., if a morphismf has a property P
(monic, epic, isomorphic), then alsoT (f) has the same property: letPmono, Pepi and
Piso are monomorphic, epimorphic and isomorphic properties respectively, then
the following formula is true
∀(f ∈MorDB)(Pmono(f) ≡ Pmono(Tf) andPepi(f) ≡ Pepi(Tf) andPiso(f) ≡
Piso(Tf).

Proof: it can be found in [10]
�

The endofunctorT is a right and left adjoint to identity functorIDB, i.e.,T ≃ IDB ,
thus we have for the equivalence adjunction< T, IDB, η

C , η > the unitηC : T ≃ IDB

such that for any objectA the arrowηCA , ηC(A) ≡ is−1
A : TA −→ A, and the counit

η : IDB ≃ T such that for anyA the arrowηA , η(A) ≡ isA : A −→ TA are
isomorphic arrows inDB (By duality theorem holdsηC = ηinv).
The functionT 1 : (A −→ B) −→ (TA −→ TB) is not higher-order function (arrows
inDB are not functions): thus, there is no correspondent monad-comprehension for the
monadT , which invalidates the thesis [11] that ”monads≡ monad-comprehensions”.
It is only valid that ”monad-comprehension⇒ monads”.
We have already seen that the views of some database can be seen as itsobservable
computations: what wee need, to obtain an expressive power of computations in the
categoryDB, are categorial computational properties, as known, basedon monads:
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Proposition 2 The power-view closure 2-endofunctorT = (T 0, T 1) : DB −→ DB
defines the monad(T, η, µ) and the comonad(T, ηC , µC) in DB, such thatη : IDB ⋍

T and ηC : T ⋍ IDB are natural isomorphisms, whileµ : TT −→ T andµC :
T −→ TT are equal to the natural identity transformationidT : T −→ T (because T
= TT).

Proof: It is easy to verify that all commutative diagrams of the monad (µA ◦ µTA =
µA ◦ TµA , µA ◦ ηTA = idTA = µA ◦ TηA) and the comonad are diagrams composed
by identity arrows. Notice that by duality we obtainηTA = TηA = µinv

A .
�

3 Categorial symmetry and behavioral equivalence

Let us now consider the problem of how to define equivalent (categorically isomorphic)
objects (database instances) from abehavioral point of view based on observations: as
we see, each arrow (morphism) is composed by a number of ”queries” (view-maps),
and each query may be seen as anobservationover some database instance (object of
DB). Thus, we can characterize each object inDB (a database instance) by its behavior
according to a given set of observations. Indeed, if one objectA is considered as a black-
box, the objectTA is only the set of all observations onA. So, given two objectsA and
B, we are able to define the relation of equivalence between them based on the notion
of the bisimulation relation. If the observations (resulting views of queries) ofA and
B are always equal, independent of their particular internalstructure, then they look
equivalent to an observer.
In fact, any database can be seen as a system with a number of internal states that can be
observed by using query operators (i.e, programs without side-effects). Thus, databases
A andB are equivalent (bisimilar) if they have the same set of observations, i.e. when
TA is equal toTB:

Definition 2. The relation of (strong) behavioral equivalence′ ≈′ between objects
(databases) inDB is defined by

A ≈ B iff TA = TB

the equivalence relation for morphisms is given by,f ≈ g iff f̃ = g̃.

This relation of behavioral equivalence between objects corresponds to the notion of
isomorphism in the categoryDB (see Proposition 1 ).
This introduced equivalence relation for arrows≈, may be given by an (interpretation)
functionBT :MorDB −→ ObDB (see Definition 1), such that≈ is equal to the kernel
ofBT , (≈ = kerBT ), i.e., this is a fundamental concept for categorial symmetry [12]:

Definition 3. CATEGORIAL SYMMETRY:
Let C be a category with anequivalencerelation ≈ ⊆ MorC × MorC for its
arrows (equivalence relation for objects is the isomorphism ⋍ ⊆ ObC × ObC )
such that there exists a bijection between equivalence classes of≈ and⋍, so that it is
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possible to define a skeletal category|C| whose objects are defined by the imagine of
a functionBT : MorC −→ ObC with the kernel kerBT = ≈, and to define an
associative composition operator for objects∗, for any fitted pairg ◦ f of arrows, by
BT (g) ∗BT (f) = BT (g ◦ f).
For any arrow in C,f : A −→ B, the objectBT (f) in C, denoted byf̃ , is denominated
as aconceptualizedobject.

Remark: This symmetry property allows us to consider all the properties of an arrow
(up to the equivalence) as properties of objects and their composition as well. Notice
that any two arrows areequalif and only if they are equivalent and have the same source
and the target objects.
We have that in symmetric categories holds thatf ≈ g iff f̃ ≃ g̃.
Let us introduce, for a categoryC and its arrow categoryC ↓ C, an encapsulation
operatorJ : MorC −→ ObC↓C , that is, a one-to-one function such that for any arrow
f : A −→ B, J(f) =< A,B, f > is its correspondent object inC ↓ C, with its inverse
ψ such thatψ(< A,B, f >) = f .
We denote byFst, Snd : (C ↓ C) −→ C the first and the second comma functorial
projections (for any functorF : C → D between categoriesC andD, we denote
by F 0 andF 1 its object and arrow component), such that for any arrow(k1; k2) :<
A,B, f >→< A′, B′, g > in C ↓ C (such thatk2 ◦ f = g ◦ k1 in C), we have that
F 0
st(< A,B, f >) = A,F 1

st(k1; k2) = k1 andS0
nd(< A,B, f >) = B,S1

nd(k1; k2) =
k2.
We denote byN : C −→ (C ↓ C) the diagonal functor, such that for any objectA in a
categoryC, N0(A) =< A,A, idA >.
An important subset of symmetric categories are Conceptually Closed and Extended
symmetric categories, as follows:

Definition 4. Conceptually closedcategory is a symmetric category C with a functor
Te = (T 0

e , T
1
e ) : (C ↓ C) −→ C such thatT 0

e = BTψ, i.e.,BT = T 0
e J , with a natural

isomorphismϕ : Te ◦ N ⋍ IC , whereIC is an identity functor forC.
C is anextended symmetriccategory if holds also τ−1 • τ = ψ, for vertical compo-
sition of natural transformationsτ : Fst −→ Te andτ−1 : Te −→ Snd.

Remark: it is easy to verify that in conceptually closed categories, it holds that any ar-
row f is equivalent to anidentityarrow, that is,f ≈ id

f̃
.

It is easy to verify also that in extended symmetric categories the following holds:
τ = (T 1

e (τIF
0
st;ψ)) • (ϕ

−1F 0
st), τ

−1 = (ϕ−1S0
nd) • (T

1
e (ψ; τIS

0
nd)),

whereτI : IC −→ IC is an identity natural transformation (for any objectA in C,
τI(A) = idA).
Example:TheSet is an extended symmetric category: given any functionf : A −→ B
, the conceptualized object of this function is the graph of this function (which is a set),
f̃ = BT (f) = {(x, f(x)) | x ∈ A}.
The equivalence≈ on morphisms (arrows) is defined by: two arrowsf andg are equiv-
alent,f ≈ g, iff they have the same graph.
The composition of objects∗ is defined as associative composition of binary relations
(graphs),BT (g◦f) = {(x, (g◦f)(x)) | x ∈ A} = {(y, g(y)) | y ∈ B}◦{(x, f(x)) | x ∈
A} = BT (g) ∗BT (f).
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Set is also conceptually closed by the functorTe, such that for any objectJ(f) =<
A,B, f >, T 0

e (J(f)) = BT (f) = {(x, f(x)) | x ∈ A}, and for any arrow(k1; k2) :
J(f)→ J(g), the componentT 1

e is defined by:
for any(x, f(x)) ∈ T 0

e (J(f)), T
1
e (k1; k2)(x, f(x)) = (k1(x), k2(f(x))).

It is easy to verify the compositional property forT 1
e , and thatT 1

e (idA; idB) = idT 0
e (J(f)).

For example,Set is also an extended symmetric category, such that for any object
J(f) =< A,B, f > in Set ↓ Set, we have thatτ(J(f)) : A ։ BT (f) is an epi-
morphism, such that for anyx ∈ A, τ(J(f))(x) = (x, f(x)), while τ−1(J(f)) :
BT (f) →֒ B is a monomorphism such that for any(x, f(x)) ∈ BT (f),
τ−1(J(f))(x, f(x)) = f(x).
Thus, each arrow inSet is a composition of an epimorphism and a monomorphism.
�

Now we are ready to present a formal definition for theDB category:

Theorem 3 The category DB is an extended symmetric category, closed bythe functor
Te = (T 0

e , T
1
e ) : (C ↓ C) −→ C, whereT 0

e = BTψ is the object component of this
functor such that for any arrowf in DB, T 0

e (J(f)) = f̃ , while its arrow component
T 1
e is defined as follows: for any arrow(h1;h2) : J(f) −→ J(g) in DB ↓ DB, such

thatg ◦ h1 = h2 ◦ f in DB, holds

T 1
e (h1;h2) =

⋃

∂0(q
f̃i

)=∂1(q
f̃i

)={v} & v∈ h̃2◦f

{q
f̃i
}

The associative composition operator for objects∗, defined for any fitted pairg ◦ f of
arrows, is the set intersection operator

⋂
.

Thus, BT (g) ∗BT (f) = g̃
⋂
f̃ = g̃ ◦ f = BT (g ◦ f).

Proof: Each objectA has its identity (point-to-point) morphismidA =
⋃

∂0(qAi
)=∂1(qAi

)={v} & v∈A{qAi
} and holds the associativity˜h ◦ (g ◦ f) = h̃

⋂
(̃g ◦ f)

= h̃
⋂
g̃
⋂
f̃ = (̃h ◦ g)

⋂
f̃ = ˜(h ◦ g) ◦ f . They have the same source and target ob-

ject, thush ◦ (g ◦ f) = (h ◦ g) ◦ f . Thus,DB is a category. It is easy to verify that also
Te is a well defined functor. In fact, for any identity arrow(idA; idB) : J(f) −→
J(f) it holds thatT 1

e (idA; idB) =
⋃

∂0(q
f̃i

)=∂1(q
f̃i

)={v} & v∈ ĩdB◦f
{q

f̃i
} = id

f̃
is

the identity arrow off̃ . For any two arrows(h1;h2) : J(f) −→ J(g), (l1; l2) :

J(g) −→ J(k), it holds thatT 1
e (h1;h2) ◦ T

1
e (l1; l2) = ˜T 1

e (h1;h2)
⋂

˜T 1
e (l1; l2) =

T (l̃2 ◦ g)
⋂
T (h̃2 ◦ f) = l̃2

⋂
g̃
⋂
h̃2

⋂
f̃ = (by l2◦f = g◦h1) = l̃2

⋂
g̃
⋂
h̃1

⋂
h̃2

⋂
f̃ =

(by l2 ◦ f = g ◦ h1) = l̃2
⋂
h̃2

⋂
f̃ = ˜l2 ◦ h2 ◦ f = T 1

e (l1 ◦ h1; l2 ◦ h2), finally,
T 1
e (h1;h2) ◦ T

1
e (l1; l2) = T 1

e (l1 ◦ h1; l2 ◦ h2). For any identity arrow, it holds thatidA,
T 0
e J(idA) = ĩdA = TA ≃ A as well, thus, an isomorphismϕ : Te ◦ N ⋍ IDB is

valid.
�

Remark: It is easy to verify (from τ−1 • τ = ψ) that for any given morphism
f : A −→ B in DB, the arrowfep = τ(J(f)) : A ։ f̃ is an epimorphism, and
the arrowfin = τ−1(J(f)) : f̃ →֒ B is a monomorphism, so thatany morphism f in
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DB is a composition of an epimorphism and monomorphismf = fin ◦ fep, with the
intermediate object equal to its ”information flux”̃f , and withf ≈ fin ≈ fep.

4 Databases: Universal algebra and monads

The notion of a monad is one of the most general mathematical notions. For instance,
everyalgebraic theory, that is, every set of operations satisfying equational laws, can
be seen as a monad (which is also amonoidin a category of endofunctors of a given
category: the ”operation”µ being the associative multiplication of this monoid andη
its unit). Thus monoid laws of the monad do subsume all possible algebraic laws.
In order to explore universal algebra properties [9,8] for the categoryDB, where, gener-
ally, morphisms are not functions (this fact complicates a definition of mappings from
its morphisms into homomorphisms of the category ofΣR-algebras), we will use an
equivalent toDB ”functional” category, denoted byDBsk, such that its arrows can be
seen as total functions.

Proposition 3 Let us denote byDBsk the full skeletal subcategory of DB, composed
by closed objects only.
Such a category is equivalent to the category DB, i.e., thereexists an adjunction of a
surjective functorTsk : DB −→ DBsk and an inclusion functorInsk : DBsk −→
DB, whereIn0

sk and In1
sk are two identity functions, such thatTskInsk = IdDBsk

andInskTsk ≃ IdDB.
There exists the faithful forgetful functorFsk : DBsk −→ Set, andFDB = Fsk ◦Tsk :
DB −→ Set, thus DBsk andDB areconcretecategories.

Proof: It can be found in [8]. The skeletal categoryDBsk has closed objects only, so,
for any mappingf : A → B, we obtain the arrowfT = T 1

sk(f) : TA −→ TB can be
expressed in a following ”total” form such that∂0(fT ) = T 0

sk(A) = TA,

fT ,
⋃

∂0(qTAi
)=∂1(qTAi

)={v} & v∈ f̃

{qTAi
}

⋃

∂0(qTAi
)={v} & v/∈f̃ & ∂1(qTAi

)=⊥0

{qTAi
}

so thatfR = F 1
sk(fT ) : TA → TB (the component for objectsF 1

sk is an identity) is
a functionin Set, fR = F 1

DB(f), such that for anyv ∈ TA, fR(v) = v if v ∈ f̃ ; ⊥
otherwise.
�

In a given inductive definition one defines a value of a function (in our example the
endofunctorT ) on all (algebraic) constructors (relational operators).What follows is
based on the fundamental results of the Universal algebra [13].
LetΣR be a finitary signature (in the usual algebraic sense: a collectionFΣ of function
symbolstogether with a functionar : FΣ −→ N giving the finite arity of each function
symbol) for a single-sorted (sort of relations) relationalalgebra.
We can speak ofΣR-equations and their satisfaction in aΣR-algebra, obtaining the
notion of a(ΣR, E)-algebra theory. In a special case, whenE is empty, we obtain a
purely syntax version of Universal algebra, whereK is a category of allΣR-algebras,
and the quotient-term algebras are simply term algebras.
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An algebra for the algebraic theory (type)(ΣR, E) is given by a setX , called the
carrier of the algebra, together with interpretations for each of the function symbols
in ΣR. A function symbolf ∈ ΣR of arity k must be interpreted by a function̂fX :
Xk −→ X . Given this, a term containingn distinct variables gives rise to a function
Xn −→ X defined by induction on the structure of the term. An algebra must also
satisfy the equations given inE in the sense that equaltermsgive rise to identical
functions (with obvious adjustments where the equated terms do not contain exactly
the same variables). Ahomomorphismof algebras from an algebra X to an algebra Y
is given by a functiong : X −→ Y which commutes with operations of the algebra
g(f̂X(x1, .., xk)) = f̂Y (g(x1), .., g(xk)). This generates a variety categoryK of all
relational algebras. Consequently, there is a bifunctorE : DBOP

sk ×K −→ Set (where
Set is the category of sets), such that for any database instanceA in DBsk there exists
the functor E(A, ) : K −→ Set with an universal element(U(A), ̺), where̺ ∈
E(A,U(A)) , ̺ : A −→ U(A) is an inclusion function andU(A) is a free algebra over
A (quotient-term algebra generated by a carrier database instanceA), such that for any
functionf ∈ E(A,X) there is a unique homomorphismh from the free algebraU(A)
into an algebraX , with f = E(A, h) ◦ ̺.
From the so called ”parameter theorem” we obtain that there exists:

– a unique universal functorU : DBsk −→ K such that for any given database
instanceA in DBsk it returns with the freeΣR-algebraU(A) (which is a quotient-
term algebra, where a carrier is a set of equivalence classesof closed terms of
a well defined formulae of a relational algebra, ”constructed” by ΣR-constructors
(relational operators: select, project, join and union SPJRU) and symbols (attributes
and relations) of a database instanceA, and constants of attribute-domains. An al-
ternative forU(A) is given by consideringA as a set of variables rather than a
set of constants, then we can considerU(A) as being a set ofderived operations
of arity A for this theory. In either case the operations are interpreted syntacti-
cally f̂([t1], ..., [tk]) = [f(t1, ..., tk)], where, as usual, brackets denote equivalence
classes), while, for any ”functional” morphism (correspondent to the total func-
tion F 1

sk(fT ) in Set,Fsk : DBsk −→ Set) fT : A −→ B in DBsk we ob-
tain the homomorphismfH = U1(fT ) from theΣR-algebraU(A) into theΣR-
algebraU(B), such that for any termρ(a1, .., an) ∈ U(A), ρ ∈ ΣR, we obtain
fH(ρ(a1, .., an)) = ρ(fH(a1), ..., fH(an)), so,fH is an identity function for alge-
braic operators and it is equal to the functionF 1

sk(fT ) for constants.
– its adjoint forgetful functorF : K −→ DBsk, such that for any free algebra
U(A) in K the objectF ◦ U(A) in DBsk is equal to its carrier-setA (each term
ρ(a1, ..., an) ∈ U(A) is evaluated into a view of this closed objectA in DBsk)
and for each arrowU1(fT ) holds thatF 1U1(fT ) = fT , i.e., we have thatFU =
IdDBsk

andUF = IdK.

Consequently,U(A) is a quotient-term algebra, where carrier is a set of equivalence
classes of closed terms of a well defined formulae of a relational algebra, ”constructed”
by ΣR-constructors (relational operators in SPJRU algebra: select, project, join and
union) and symbols (attributes of relations) of a database instanceA, and constants of
attribute-domains.
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It is immediate from the universal property that the mapA 7→ U(A) extends to the
endofunctorF ◦ U : DBsk −→ DBsk. This functor carriesmonad structure(F ◦
U, η, µ) with F ◦ U an equivalent version ofT but for this skeletal database category
DBsk. The natural transformationη is given by the obvious ”inclusion” ofA into F ◦
U(A) : a −→ [a] (each viewa in an closed objectA is an equivalence class of all
algebra terms which produce this view). Notice that the natural transformationη is the
unit of this adjunction ofU andF , and that it corresponds to an inclusion function in
Set, ̺ : A −→ U(A), given above. The interpretation ofµ is almost equally simple.
An element of(F ◦ U)2(A) is an equivalence class of terms built up from elements of
F ◦U(A), so that instead oft(x1, ..., xk), a typical element of(F ◦U)2(A) is given by
the equivalence class of a termt([t1], ..., [tk]). The transformationµ is defined by map
[t([t1], ..., [tk])] 7→ [t(t1, .., tk)]. This make sense because a substitution of provably
equal expressions into the same term results in provably equal terms.

5 Database mappings and monadic coalgebras

We will use monads [5,14,15] for givingdenotational semantics to database mappings,
and more specifically as a way of modeling computational/collection types [1,2,16,17]:
to interpret a database mappings (morphisms) in the category DB, we distinguish the
objectA (database instance of typeA) from the objectTA of observations (computa-
tions of typeA without side-effects), and take as a denotation of (view) mappings the
elements ofTA (which are view of (type)A). In particular, we identify the typeA with
the object of values (of typeA) and obtain the object of observations by applying the
unary type-constructorT (power-view operator) toA.
It is well known that each endofunctor defines algebras and coalgebras (the left and
right commutative diagrams)

TA
Tf- TB TA

Tf1- TB

A

h

? f - B

k

?
A

h1

6

f1 - B

k1

6

We will use the following well-known definitions in the category theory (the set of all
arrows in a categoryM fromA toB is denoted byM(A,B)):

Definition 5. The categoriesCTalg of T-algebras,CTcoalg of T-coalgebras, derived
from an endofunctorT , are defined [18] as follows :

1. the objects ofCTalg are pairs (A,h) withA ∈ ObDB andh ∈ DB(TA,A) ; the
arrows between objects (A,h) and (B,k) are all arrowsf ∈ DB(A,B) such that
k ◦ Tf = f ◦ h : TA −→ B.

2. the objects ofCTcoalg are pairs (A,h) withA ∈ ObDB andh ∈ DB(A, TA) ; the
arrows between objects (A,h) and (B,k) are all arrowsf ∈ DB(A,B) such that
Tf ◦ h = k ◦ f : A −→ TB.
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Definition 6. Themonadicalgebras/coalgebras, derived from a monad(T, η, µ), are
defined [18,5] as follows:

– Each T-algebra(A, h : TA −→ A), whereh is a ”structure map”, such that holds
h ◦ µA = h ◦ Th andh ◦ ηA = idA is a monadic T-algebra. The category of all
monadic algebrasTalg is a full subcategory ofCTalg.

– Each T-coalgebra(A, k : A −→ TA), such that holdsTk ◦ k = µC
A ◦ k and

ηCA ◦ k = idA is a monadic T-coalgebra. The category of all monadic coalgebras
Tcoalg is a full subcategory ofCTcoalg.

Note: The monad(T, η, µ) given by commutative diagrams

T 3A
TµA- T 2A TA

ηTA- T 2A �TηA TA

T 2A

µA

?
µA - TA

µA

?
TA

µA

?�
id

A
id
A

-

defines the adjunction< FT , GT , ηT , µT >: DB −→ Talg such thatGT ◦ FT =
T : DB −→ DB , ηT = η , ǫT = ηinv and µ = GT ǫTFT . The functorsFT :
DB → Talg andGT : Talg → DB are defined as follows: for any object (database)A,
FT (A) = (A, ηinvA : TA ≃ A), whileGT (A, ηinvA : TA ≃ A) = TA; for arrowsFT

andGT are identity functions.

Definition 7. Given a monad(T, η, µ) over a categoryM, we have [5]:

– Kleisli triple is a triple (T, η,−∗), where forf : A −→ TB we havef∗ : TA −→
TB, such that the following equations hold:η∗A = idTA , f

∗◦ηA = f , g∗◦f∗ =
(g∗ ◦ f)∗, for f : A −→ TB and g : B −→ TC.
A Kleisli triple satisfies themono requirementprovidedηA is monic for each
object A.

– Kleisli categoryMT has the same objects asM category. For any two objects A,B
there is the bijection between arrowsθ : M(A, TB) −→ MT (A,B). For any
two arrowsf : A −→ B, g : B −→ C inMT , their composition is defined by
g ◦ f , θ(µC ◦ Tθ−1(g) ◦ θ−1(f)).

The mono requirement for monad(T, η, µ) [2] is satisfied becauseηA : A −→ TA
is a isomorphismηA = isA (we denote its inverse byη−1

A ), thus it is also monic.
Consequently, the categoryDB is a computational modelfor view-mappings (which
are programs) based on observations (i.e., views) with the typed operatorT , so that:

– TA is a type of computations(i.e. observations of the object of valuesA (of type
A), which are the views of the databaseA)

– ηA is theinclusionof values into computations (i.e., inclusion of elements ofthe
databaseA into the set of views of the databaseA). It is the isomorphismηA =
isA : A −→ TA
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– f∗ is theequivalent extensionof a database mappingf : A −→ TB ”from val-
ues to computations” (programs correspond to call-by-value parameter passing) to
a mapping ”from computations to computations” (programs correspond to call-by-
name), such that holdsf∗ = Tf = µB ◦ f ◦ η

−1
A , so f∗ ≈ f .

Thus, inDB category, call-by-value (f : A −→ TB) and call-by-name (f∗ :
TA −→ TB) paradigms of programs are represented byequivalent morphisms,
f ≈ f∗. Notice that in skeletal categoryDBsk (which is equivalent toDB) all mor-
phisms correspond to the call-by-name paradigm, because each arrow is a mapping
from computations into computations (which are closed objects).

The basic idea behind the semantic of programs [1] is that a program denotes a mor-
phism fromA (the object ofvaluesof typeA) to TB (the object ofcomputationsof
typeB), according to the view of ”programs as functions from values to computations”,
so that the natural category for interpreting programs (in our case a particular equivalent
”computation” database mappings of the formf1 , ηB ◦ f : A −→ TB, derived from
a database mappingf : A −→ B, such thatf1 ≈ f ) is notDB category, but the Kleisli
categoryDBT .
But, in our case, the Kleisli category is a perfect model onlyfor a subset of database
mappings inDB: exactly for every view-mapping (i.e., query)qA : A −→ TA
which is just an arrow in Kleisli categoryθ(qA) : A −→ A. For a general database
mappingf : A −→ B in DB, only its (equivalent tof ) ”computation extension”
ηB ◦ f : A −→ TB is an arrowθ(ηB ◦ f) : A −→ B in the Kleisli category. Con-
sequently, the Kleisli category is a model for database mappings up to the equivalence
”≈”.
It means that, generally, database mappings are not simply programs from values into
computations. In fact, the semantics of a database mapping,between any two objectsA
andB, is equal to tell that for some set of computations (i.e, query-mappings) overA
we have the same equivalent (in the sense that these programsproduce the same com-
puted value (view)) set of computations (query-mappings) overB: it is fundamentally
an equivalenceof computations. This is a consequence of the fact that each database
mapping (whichis not a function) from A into B is naturally bidirectional, i.e, it is a
morphismf : A −→ B and its equivalent reversed morphismf inv : B −→ A together
(explained by the duality propertyDB = DBOP [6]). Let us define this equivalence
formally:

Definition 8. Each database mappingh : A −→ B is an equivalence of programs
(epimorphisms),hA , τ(J(h)) : A ։ TH andhB , τ−1(J(h))inv : B ։ TH (τ
andτ−1 are natural transformations of a categorial symmetry) , whereH generates a
closed object̃h (i.e.,TH = h̃ ) andhA ≈ h ≈ hB, such that computations of these two
programs (arrows of Kleisli categoryDBT ) are equal, i.e., ∂1(hA) = ∂1(hB).

We can also give an alternative model for equivalent computational extensions of database
mappings inDB category:

Proposition 4 Denotational semantics of each mappingf , between any two database
instancesA andB, is given by the unique equivalent ”computation” arrowf1 , ηB◦f
in Tcoalg from the monadic T-coalgebra(A, ηA) into a cofree monadic T-coalgebra
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(TB, µC
B), f1 : (A, ηA) −→ (TB, µC

B); or , dually, by the unique equivalent arrow
f inv
1 , (ηB ◦ f)inv = f inv ◦ ηinvB from the free monadic T-algebra(TB, µB) into the

monadic T-algebra(A, ηinvA ).

Proof: In fact, holdsµC
B ◦f = Tf ◦ηA , becauseµC

B = idTB , µ̃C
B

⋂
f̃ = TB

⋂
f̃ = f̃

andT̃ f
⋂
η̃A = T̃ f

⋂
TA = T̃ f

⋂
TTA = T̃ f = f̃ , (becausẽf is a closed object).

�

Note that each view-map (query)qA : A −→ TA is just equal to its denotational se-
mantics arrow inTcoalg , qA : (A, ηA) −→ (TA, µC

A).
It is well known that for a Kleisli category there exists an adjunction< FT , GT , ηT , µT >
such that we obtain the same monad(T, η, µ) , such thatT = GTFT , µ = GT εTFT , η =
ηT . Let us see now how the Kleisli categoryDBT is ”internalized” into theDB cate-
gory.

Proposition 5 The Kleisli categoryDBT of the monad(T, η, µ) is isomorphic toDB
category, i.e., it may be ”internalized” inDB by the faithful forgetful functorK =
(K0,K1) : DBT −→ DB, such thatK0 is an identity function andK1 , φθ−1,
where , for any two objectsA andB,
θ : DB(A, TB) ≃ DBT (A,B) is Kleisli and
φ : DB(A, TB) ≃ DB(A,B) , such thatφ( ) = ηinvcod( ) ◦

isDB category bijection respectively.
We can generalize a ”representation” for the baseDB category (instead of usual Set
category): a ”representation” of functorK is a pair< Υ,ϕ > , Υ is the total object
andϕ : DBT (Υ, ) ≃ K is a natural isomorphism, where the functorDBT (Υ, ) :
DBT −→ DB defines ”internalized” hom-sets inDBT , i.e.,DB0

T (Υ,B) , TBΥ ,
DB1

T (Υ, f) , idΥ ⊗ Tf .

Proof: Let prove thatφ is really bijection inDB. For any program morphismf : A −→
TB we obtainφ(f) = ηinvB ◦ f : A −→ B and, viceversa, for anyg : A −→ B its in-
verseφ−1(g) , ηB◦g , thus ,φφ−1(g) = φ(ηB◦g) = ηinvB ◦(ηB◦g) = (ηinvB ◦ηB)◦g =
idB ◦ g = g (becauseηB is an isomorphism), i.e.,φφ−1 is an identity function. Also
φ−1φ(f) = φ−1(ηinvB ◦ f) = ηB ◦ (ηinvB ◦ f) = (ηB ◦ ηinvB ) ◦ f = idTB ◦ f = f , i.e.,
φ−1φ is an identity function, thusφ is a bijection.
Let us demonstrate thatK is a functor: For any identity arrowidT = θ(ηA) : A −→ A
in DBT we obtainK1(idT ) = φθ−1(θ(ηA)) = φ(ηA) = ηinvA ◦ ηA = idA (because
ηA is an isomorphism) . For any two arrowsgT : B −→ C andfT : A −→ B in
Kleisli category, we obtain,K1(gT ◦ fT ) = K1(θ(µC ◦ Tθ−1(gT ) ◦ θ−1(fT )) (from
def. Kleisli category) = φθ−1(θ(µC ◦ Tg ◦ f)) (whereg , θ−1(gT ) : B −→ TC
, f , θ−1(fT ) : A −→ TB ) = φ(g ◦ ηinvB ◦ f) (easy to verify inDB that
µC ◦ Tg ◦ f = g ◦ ηinvB ◦ f ) = ηinvC ◦ g ◦ ηinvB ◦ f = φ(g) ◦ φ(f) = φθ−1(θ(g)) ◦
φθ−1(θ(f)) = K1(θθ−1(gT )) ◦K

1(θθ−1(fT )) = K1(gT ) ◦K
1(fT ).

Thus, each arrowfT : A −→ B in DBT is ”internalized” inDB by its representation
f , K1(fT ) = φθ−1(fT ) = ηinvB ◦ θ−1(fT ) : A −→ B , whereθ−1(fT ) : A −→ TB
is a program equivalent to the database mappingf : A −→ B, i.e.,θ−1(fT ) ≈ f .
K is faithful functor, in fact, for any two arrowsfT , hT : A −→ B inDBT ,K1(fT ) =
K1(hT ) impliesfT = hT :
from K1(fT ) = K1(hT ) we obtainφθ−1(fT ) = φθ−1(hT ) , if we apply a bijection
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φθ−1 we obtainφθ−1φθ−1(fT ) = φθ−1φθ−1(hT ) , i.e.,θθ−1(fT ) = θθ−1(hT ) , i.e.,
fT = hT ( θθ−1 andφφ−1 are identity functions).
Let prove thatK is an isomorphism: from the adjunction< FT , GT , ηT , µT >: DB −→
DBT , whereF 0

T is identity,F−1
T , θφ−1, we obtain thatFT ◦ K = IDBT

and
K ◦ FT = IDB , thus, the functorK is an isomorphism ofDB and Kleisli category
DBT .
�

Remark: It is easy to verify that a natural isomorphismη : IDB −→ T of the monad
(T, η, µ) is equal to the natural transformationη : K −→ GT . (consider thatGT :
DBT −→ DB is defined by,G0

T = T 0 and for anyfT : A −→ B in DBT ,
G1

T (fT ) , µB ◦ Tθ
−1(fT ) : TA −→ TB).

Thus, the functorFT has two different adjunctions: the universal adjunction< FT , GT , ηT , µT >
which gives the same monad(T, η, µ) , and this particular (forDB category only) iso-
morphism’s adjunction< FT ,K, ηI , µI > which gives banal identity monad.
We are now ready to define the semantics of queries in DB category and the categorial
definition ofquery equivalence. This is important in the context of the Database inte-
gration/exchange and for the theory ofquery-rewriting [19].
When we define a mapping (arrow, morphism)f : A −→ B between two databasesA
andB, implicitly we define the ”information flux”f̃ , i.e, the set of views ofA ”trans-
mitted” by this mapping intoB. Thus, in the context of query-rewriting we consider
only queries (i.e., view-maps) which resulting view (observation) belongs to the ”infor-
mation flux” of this mapping. Consequently, given any two queries,qAi

: A −→ TA
andqBj

: B −→ TB , they have to satisfy (w.r.t. query rewriting constraints)the con-

dition ∂1(qAi
) ∈ f̃ (the∂1(qAi

) is just a resulting view of this query) and∂1(qBj
) ∈ f̃ .

So, the well-rewritten query overB, qBj
: B −→ TB, such that it is equivalent to the

original query, i.e.,qBj
≈ qAi

, must satisfy the condition∂1(qBj
) = ∂1(qAi

) ∈ f̃ .
Now we can give the denotational semantics for a query-rewriting in a data integra-
tion/exchange environment:

Proposition 6 Each database query is a (non monadic) T-coalgebra. Any morphism
between two T-coalgebrasf : (A, qAi

) −→ (B, qBj
) defines the semantics for relevant

query-rewriting, when∂1(qAi
) ∈ f̃ .

Proof: Consider the following commutative diagram, where vertical arrows are T-coalgebras,

TA
Tf- TB

A

qAi

6

f - B

qBi

6

The morphism between two T-coalgebrasf : (A, qAi
) −→ (B, qBj

) means that holds
the commutativityqBj

◦ f = Tf ◦ qAi
: A −→ TB , and from duality property we

obtain thatqBi
= Tf ◦ qAi

◦ f inv. Consequently, we have that for a given mapping
f : A → B between databasesA andB, every queryqAi

such that∂1(qAi
) ∈ f̃ (i.e.,
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q̃Ai
⊆ f̃ ), we can have an equivalent rewritten queryqBi

over a data baseB. In fact,

we have thatq̃Bi
= T̃ f

⋂
q̃Ai

⋂
f̃ inv = q̃Ai

, because of the fact that̃qAi
⊆ f̃ and

f̃ inv = T̃ f = f̃ .
ThusqBj

≈ qAi
.

�

6 (Co)Algebras and (Co)Induction

Let us consider the following properties for monadic algebras/coalgebras inDB:

Proposition 7 The following properties for the monad(T, η, µ) and the comonad
(T, ηC , µC) hold:

– The categoriesCTalg andCTcoalg, of the endofunctorT : DB −→ DB, are
isomorphic (CTcoalg = CTOP

alg ), complete and cocomplete. The object(⊥0, id⊥0 :

⊥0 −→ ⊥0 ) is an initial T-algebra inCTalg and a terminal T-coalgebra in
CTcoalg.

– For each objectA inDB category there exist the unique monadic T-algebra(A, ηCA :
TA −→ A) and the unique comonadic T-coalgebra(A, ηA : A −→ TA),
ηCA = ηinvA (i.e., ηCA ≈ ηA = isA ≈ idA).

– The free monadic T-algebra(TA, µA : T 2A −→ TA) is dual (and equal) to
the cofree monadic T-coalgebra(TA, µC

A : TA −→ T 2A), µC
A = µinv

A (i.e.,
µC
A = µA = idTA).

– The Kleisli triple over the categoryDB satisfies the mono requirement.

Proof: Lets define the functorF : Talg −→ Tcoalg, such that for any T-algebra(A, h :
TA −→ A) we obtain the dual T-coalgebraF 0(A, h) = (A, hinv : A −→ TA),
with a componentF 1 for arrows an identity function; and the functorF : Tcoalg −→
Talg, such that for any T-coalgebra(A, k : A −→ TA) we obtain the dual T-algebra
G0(A, k) = (A, kinv : TA −→ A), with a componentG1 for arrows an identity
function. Thus holdsFG = ITcoalg

andGF = ITalg
. Talg andTcoalg are complete

and cocomplete as the baseDB category (Tcoalg = TOP
alg ).

The rest is easy to verify: each monadic T-algebra/coalgebra is an isomorphism. The
free monadic T-algebra and the cofree monadic T-coalgebra are equal becauseTA =
T 2A, thus,µA , µC

A are identity arrows (by duality theorem).
�

As we can see, each monadic T-coalgebra is anequivalent reversedarrow inDB of
some monadic T-algebra , and vice versa: the fundamental duality property of DB
introduces the equivalence of monadic T-algebras and monadic T-coalgebras, thus the
equivalence of the dichotomy ”constructionversusobservation” or duality between
induction and coinduction principles [20].

6.1 Algebras and induction

We have seen (from Universal algebra considerations) that there exists the unique uni-
versal functorU : DBsk −→ K such that for any given database instanceA in DBsk
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returns with the freeΣR-algebraU(A) .
Its adjoint is the forgetful functorF : K −→ DBsk, such that for any free algebra
U(A) in K the objectF ◦ U(A) in DBsk is equal to its carrier-setA ( each term
ρ(a1, .., an) ∈ U(A) is evaluated into some view of this closed objectA in DBsk).
It is immediate from the universal property that the mapA 7→ U(A) extends to the end-
ofunctorF ◦ U : DBsk −→ DBsk. This functor carries monad structure: the natural
transformationη is given by the obvious ”inclusion” ofA intoF ◦ U(A) : a −→ [a] .
Finitariness: In a locally finitely presentable (lfp) category every object can be given
as the directed (or filtered) colimit of the finitely presentable (fp) objects. Hence, if the
action of a monad preserves this particular kind of colimits, its action on any object will
be determined by its action on the fp objects; such a monad is called finitary.
Let verify that the power-view closure 2-endofunctorT : DB −→ DB is just a com-
position of functors described above and that it isfinitary monad.

Proposition 8 The power-view closure 2-endofunctorT : DB −→ DB is immediate
from the universal property of composed adjunction< UTsk, InskF, InskηUTsk ·
ηsk, εU · UεskF >: DB −→ K, i.e., T = InskFUTsk ≃ IdDB . It is finitary.
The categoryDB is equivalent to the (Eilenberg-Moore) categoryTalg of all monadic
T-algebras and is equivalent to the categoryTcoalg of all monadic T-coalgebras .
Its equivalent skeletal categoryDBsk is, instead, isomorphic toTalg andTcoalg.

Proof: For any object A inDB holdsInskFUTsk(A) = InskTsk(A) = TA, and
for any morphismf : A −→ B in DB holds InskFUTsk(f) = InskKsk(f) =

Insk(fT ) = Tf (where from Proposition 3,fT = T 1
sk(f), andf̃T = T̃ f = f̃ ).

The adjunction - equivalence< Tsk, Insk, ηsk, εsk > betweenDB andDBsk and the
adjunction-isomorphism< U,F, ηU , εU > DBsk ≃ K, give the composed adjunction
< UTsk, InskF, InskηUTsk ·ηsk, εU ·UεskF >: DB −→ K, which is an equivalence.
We have thatK ≃ DBsk, and, from universal algebra (Back’s theorem) theory,K ≃
Talg, thusDBsk ≃ Talg. From this facte and the fact thatDB is equivalent toDBsk

we obtain thatDB is equivalent toTalg. The property forTcoalg holds by duality.
To understand the finitary condition, consider the term algebraU(A) over infinite database
(infinite set of relations)A. Since every operationρ ∈ ΣR can only take finitely many
arguments, every termt ∈ U(A) can only contain finitely many variables fromA; and
hence, instead of building the term algebra over theinfinite databaseA, we can also
build the term algebras overall finite subsets(of relations)A0 of A and take union of
these: U(A) =

⋃
{U(A0) | A0 ⊆ω A}. This result comes from Universal algebra

because the closure operatorT is algebraic and< C,⊆>, whereC is a set of all closed
objects inDB, is an algebraic (complete+compact) lattice.
�

The notion of T-algebra subsumes the notion of aΣR-algebra (ΣR-algebras can be un-
derstood as algebras in which operators (of the signature) are not subject to any law,
i.e., with empty set of equations). In particular, the monadT freely generated by a sig-
natureΣR is such thatTalg is isomorphic to the category ofΣR-algebras. Therefore,
the syntax of a programming language can be identified with monad, thesyntactical
monadT freely generated by the program constructorsΣR.
We illustrate the link between a single-sorted (sort is a relation)ΣR algebra signature of
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a relational algebra operators and the T-algebras of the endofunctorT . The assumption
that the signatureΣR is finite is not essential for the correspondence between models
of ΣR and algebras ofT . If ΣR is infinite one can defineT via an infinite coproduct,
commonly written as

ΣR(A) =
⊎

σ∈ΣR

Aar(σ).

which is a more compact way of describing the category ofΣR-algebras is by taking
this coproduct inSet category (disjoint union)

⊎
σ∈ΣR

Aar(σ) , 1 ≤ ar(σi) ≤ N , i =
1, 2, .., n , where the setAm is the m-fold productA × A × .. × A; that is, the dis-
joint union of domains of the operationsσ ∈ ΣR of this ”select-project-join +union”
language (SPJRU language [21]). More formally, for the signatureΣR we define the
endofunctorΣR : Set −→ Set, such that for any objectB, ΣR(B) ,

⊎
σ∈ΣR

Bar(σ),

and any arrow inSet (a function)f : B −→ C , ΣR(f) ,
⊎

σ∈ΣR
far(σ).

Thus, also for any objectA in Set we have the endofunctorΣRA
: Set −→ Set,

such that for any objectB in Set holdsΣRA
(B) = (ΣR + A)(B) = A + ΣRB ,

A+
⊎

σ∈ΣR
Bar(σ), and any arrowf : B −→ C, ΣRA

(f) , idA +
⊎

σ∈ΣR
far(σ).

Let ω be the category of natural numbers with arrows≤: j −→ k which correspond
to the total order relationj ≤ k, i.e.,ω = {0 → 1 → 2 → ....}. An endofunctor
H : C −→ D is ω − cocontinuous if preserves the colimits of functorsJ : ω −→ C,
that is whenHColimJ ≃ ColimHJ (the categoriesC andD are thus supposed to
have these colimits). Notice that a functorJ : ω −→ C is a diagram inC of the form
{C0 → C1 → C2 → ....}. For ω− cocontinuous endofunctors the construction of the
initial algebra is inductive [22].
We define aniteratableendofunctorH of a categoryD if for every objectX of D the
endofunctorH( ) +X has an initial algebra. It is well known that the signature endo-
functorΣR in Set category isω-cocontinuous and iteratable.
The initial algebra for a given set of terms with variables inA, T A, of the endofunctor
ΣRA

= A + ΣR : Set −→ Set comes with an induction principle, and since it is the
coproductA+ΣRT A , we can rephrase the principle as follows: For everyΣR-algebra
structureh : ΣRB −→ B and every mappingf : A −→ B there exists a unique arrow
f# : T A −→ B such that the following diagram inSet

A ⊂
inlA- T A �inrA⊃ ΣRT A

B

f#

?
� h

f

-

ΣRB

ΣRf#

?

commutes, wheref# = [f, h◦ΣRf#] is the uniqueinductive extensionof h along the
mappingf .
The arrowinlA : A →֒ T A is an inclusion of variables inA into terms with variables
T A. Formally,ri ∈ A is an element of a setA of relations, and only after applying
inlA tom it that one obtain a variable. The arrowinrA : ΣRT A →֒ T A is an injection
which permits to construct a new term given any n-ary algebraic operatorσ ∈ ΣR and
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termst1, ..., tn in T A. Also the right injection is usually left implicitly and onewrites
simplyσ(t1, ..., tn) for the resulting term.
Notice thatf# :< T A, [inlA, inrA] >−→< B, [f, h] > is the unique arrow from the
initial ΣRA

-algebra to the algebra of the structure map[f, h] : ΣRB +A −→ B.
From Lambek’s theorem, this initialA+ΣR-algebra (that is, the freeΣR algebra with
carrier setA) is an isomorphismisa = [inlA, inrA] : (A+ΣRT A) ≃ T A.

Inductive principle in the DB category:
From the fact [8] thatDB is a lfp category enriched over the lfp symmetric monoidal
closed category with a tensor product⊗ (matching operator for databases), and the fact
thatT is a finitary enriched monad onDB, by Kelly-Power theorem we have thatDB
admits a presentation by operations and equations, so thatDB is the category of models
for an essentially algebraic theory.
Let us denote byDBI the ”poset” subcategory ofDB with the same objects and with
only monic arrowinB : B →֒ A iff B � A (i.e.,TB ⊆ TA). Than we can introduce
a functorΣD : DBf → DB, whereDBf is a full subcategory ofDBI composed
by only finite objects(databases), for the signature of relational algebra w.r.t. the lfp
categoryDB enriched over itself but where the arrows are not functions,analogously
to standard algebra signatureΣR defined overSet category where arrows are funtions.
This definition ofΣD is correct because all sigma operationsσ ∈ ΣR of relational
algebra are finitary, i.e., with arityn = ar(σ) a finite number, thus an arrowfσ in DB
which represents such an operation from a databaseA into closed databaseTA will
have finite cardinality of∂0(fσ) ⊆ω A, with cardinality|∂0(fσ)| = ar(σ), so that we
can restrictΣD to finite databases only. The extension ofΣD to all databases, as infinite
databases which are not closed objects (i.e., compact objects inDB), can be succes-
sively obtained by left Kan extension of this finite restriction as will be demonstrated in
what follows.
First of all we have to demonstrate the existence of anω-cocontinuous endofunctor for
DB category which can be used for a construction of the initial algebra based on mor-
phisms ofDB category which are not functions as in the standard case ofSet category.

Proposition 9 For each objectA in the categoryDB the ”merging withA” endofunc-
tor ΣA = A ⊕ : DB −→ DB, and the endofunctorA + T : DB −→ DB are
ω − cocontinuous.

Proof: Let us consider any chain inDB (all arrows are monomorphisms, i.e., ”�” in
a correspondent chain of the< ObDB,�> algebraic lattice), is a following diagram
J : ω −→ DB,
⊥0 �0 (ΣA ⊥0) �1 (Σ2

A ⊥
0) �2 ... Σω

A,
where⊥0 is the initial object inDB, with unique monic arrow⊥=�0:⊥0→֒ (

∑
A ⊥

0)

with ⊥̃ =⊥0, and consecutive arrows�n= Σn
A ⊥: (Σ

n
A ⊥

0) →֒ (Σn+1
A ⊥0) with

Σ̃n
A ⊥ = TA, for all n ≥ 1, as representation of a functor (diagram)J : ω −→ DB.

The endofunctorΣA preserves colimits because it is monotone andΣω
A = TA is its

fixed point, i.e.,Σω
A = TA = T (A

⋃
TA) = T (A

⋃
Σω

A) = ΣA(Σ
ω
A). Thus, the

colimit ColimJ = Σω
A of the base diagramD given by the functorJ : ω −→ DB,
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is equal toColimJ = (A ⊕ )ω ⊥0= TA. ThusΣAColimJ = T (A
⋃
ColimJ) =

T (A
⋃
TA) = T (TA) = TA = ColimΣAJ (whereColimΣAJ is a colimit of the

diagramΣAJ).
Theω− cocompleteness amounts to chain-completeness, i.e., to the existence of least
upper bound ofω − chains. ThusΣA is ω − cocontinuous endofunctor: a monotone
function which preserves lubs ofω − chains.
Constant endofunctorA : DB → DB is ω-cocontinuous endofunctor, identity endo-
functors areω-cocontinuous, colimit functors (thus coproduct+) areω-cocontinuous
(because of the standard ”interchange of colinits”). Sinceω-cocontinuousness is pre-
served by functor composition◦, then for the second endofunctorA+T = (A+Id )◦T
it is enough to show thatT is ω-cocontinuous endofunctor. In fact consider the follow-
ing diagram obtained by iterative application of the endofunctorT
⊥0 �0 (T ⊥0) �1 (T 2T 2 ⊥0) �2 ... Tω ⊥0,
where⊥0 is the initial object inDB, and all objectsT n ⊥0=⊥0, so that all arrows
in this chain are identities. Thus we obtain thatColimJ = Tω ⊥0=⊥0, and holds
TColimJ = ColimTJ =⊥0, so thatT is ω-cocontinuous endofunctor.
�

In what follows we will make the translation of inductive principle fromSet intoDB
category, based on the following considerations:

– The objectA in Set is considered as set of variables (for relations in a database
instanceA) while inDB this object is considered as set of relations. Analogously,
the set of terms with variables inA, T A, used inSet category, is translated into set
TA of all views (which are relations obtained by computation ofthese terms with
variables inA).
But it is not a carrier set for the initial(A+ΣD)-algebra forΣD = T (see below),
just because generallyTA is not isomorphic toA + ΣD(TA) = A + TA (in fact
T (TA) = TA 6= T (A+ TA) = TA+ TA).

– Cartesian product× : Set → Set is translated into matching operation (tensor
product)⊗ : DB −→ DB.
This translation is based on observations that any n-ary algebraic operatorσ ∈ ΣR,
is represented as an function (arrow)σ : T An → T A which use as domain the
n-fold cartesian productT A× ...×T A, while such an operator inDB category is
represented by view-based mappingfσ = {qσj | ∂0(q

σ
j ) = {ri1, ..., rin}, ∂1(q

σ
j ) =

{σ(ri1, ..., rin)} for each tuple(ri1, ..., rin) ∈ An} : TA→ TA.
Thus this algebraic operatorσ is translated into an arrow fromTA into TA. In
fact if we replace× by⊗ in n-fold T A × ... × T A, we obtainTA ⊗ ... ⊗ TA =
T (TA)

⋂
...
⋂
T (TA) = T (TA) = TA.

– Any disjoint unionX + : Set→ Set used for construction ofΣR endofunctor is
translated into ”merging with X” endofunctorX ⊕ : DB −→ DB.
From the fact that coproduct+ is replaced by merging operator⊕, we obtain that
the objectΣR(X) =

⊎
σ∈ΣR

Xar(σ) in Set is translated by the objectΣD(X) =
⊕σ∈ΣR

(X ⊗ ... ⊗ X) = ⊕σ∈ΣR
TX = TX , where the endofunctorΣD = T :
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DBf → DB is the translation for the relational-algebra signature endofunctor
ΣR : Set→ Set.

It is well known [5] that for any monoidal categoryA with a monoidal product⊗,
any two functorsF1 : P op → A andF2 : P → A have a tensor functorial product
F1

⊗
P F2 =

∫ p∈P
(F1p)⊗ (F2p).

In our case we take forA the lfp enriched (co)completecategoryDB with monoidal
product correspondent to matching database operation⊗, F2 = ΣD : DBf → DB
and forF1 the hom functor for a given databaseA (object inDB), DBI( , A) ◦ K :
DBf → DB, whereK : DBf →֒ DBI is an inclusion functor. Notice that for any
finite database, i.e., objectB ∈ DBf , theDBI(K(B), A) is a hom-objectAK(B) of
enriched database subcategoryDBI . In this context we obtain that for any object (also
infinite)A inDBI (that is , inDB), we have a tensor productDBI( , A)◦K

⊗
P ΣD =∫ B∈DBf DBI(K(B), A)⊗ΣDB =

∫ B∈DBf DBI(B,A)⊗ΣDB.
This tensorial product comes with a dinatural transformation [23] β : S → A, where
S = DBI( , A) ⊗ ΣD : DBOP

f ×DBf → DB andA is a constant functor between
the same categories of the functorS. Thus, for any given objectA in DB we have a
collection of arrowsβB : DBI(B,A)⊗ΣDB → A (for every objectB ∈ DBf ).
In the case of standard case ofSet, which is (co)complete lfp with monoidal product⊗
equal to cartesian product×, we have that such arrows areβB : Set(B,A)×ΣR(B)→
A, whereB is a finite set with cardinalityn = |B|, so thatSet(B,A) is a set of all tu-
ples of arityn composed by elements of the setA, while ΣR(B) here isinterpreted
as a set of allbasic n-aryalgebra operations. So thatβB is a specification for all ba-
sic algebra operations with arityn, and is a funtion such that for any n-ary operation
σ ∈ ΣR(B) and a tuple< a1, ..., an >∈ An ≃ Set(B,A), (where≃ is an isomor-
phism inSet), returns with result βB(< a1, ..., an >, σ) = σ(a1, ..., an) ∈ A.
In the non standard case, when instead of base categorySet is used another lfp enriched
(co)complete category, asDB category in our case, theinterpretationfor this tensorial
product and dinatuaral transformationβ is obviously very different, as we will see in
what follows.
From considerations explained previously we obtain that the finitary signature functor
ΣD : DBf → DB has a left Kan extension [24] in enriched categoryDB LanK(ΣD) :
DBI → DB and left Kan extensionLanJ◦K(ΣD) : DB → DB for inclusion functor
J : DBI →֒ DB (this second extension is direct consequence of the first one, because
J does not introduce extension for objects, differently fromK, from the fact thatDBI

andDB have the same objects). Thus it is enough to analyze only the first left Kan
extension given by the following commutative diagram:

DBf
⊂
K - DBI

DB

LanK(ΣD)

?

Σ
D

-

That is, we have the functorLanK : DBDBf → DBDBI is left adjoint to the functor
◦ K : DBDBI → DBDBf , so that left Kan extension ofΣD ∈ DBDBf alongK
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is given by functorLanK(ΣD) ∈ DBDBI , and a natural transformationε : ΣD →
LanK(ΣD) ◦K is an universal arrow. That is, for any other functorS : DBI → DB
and a natural transformationα : ΣD → S ◦K, there is a unique natural transformation
β : LanK(ΣD) → S such thatα = βK • ε (where• is a vertical composition for
natural transformations).
From the well know theorem for left Kan extension, when we have a tensorial product∫ B∈DBf DBI(K(B), A)⊗ΣDB for everyA ∈ DBI , i.e.,A ∈ DB, then the function
for objects of the functorLanK(ΣD) is defined by (hereB �ω A means thatB ∈
DBf & B � A):

LanK(ΣD)(A) =def

∫ B∈DBf DBI(K(B), A) ⊗ΣDB

=
∫ B∈DBf DBI(B,A)⊗ΣDB (fromK(D) = D)

=
∫ B�ωA

DBI(B,A) ⊗ΣDB +
∫ B∈DBf & B�ωA

DBI(B,A) ⊗ΣDB

=
∫ B�ωA

DBI(B,A) ⊗ ΣDB + ⊥0 (hom objectDBI(B,A) is an empty
database⊥0 (zero object inDB) if there is no (monic) arrow fromB toA)
≃

∫ B�ωA
DBI(B,A) ⊗ΣDB (*)

=
∫ B�ωA

ĩnB ⊗ΣDB , whereinB : B →֒ A is unique monic arrow intoA

=
∫ B�ωA

TB ⊗ΣDB

=
∫ B�ωA

TB ⊗ TB (for finiteB,ΣD(B) = T (B))

=
∫ B�ωA

TB =
∐

B�ωA TB
=

∨
{T (B) | B �ω A} (lub of compact elements of directed set{B | B �ω A})

= T (A) (from the fact that the posetDBI is a complete algebraic lattice
[8] (DBI ,�) with meet and join operators⊗ and⊕ respectively, and with compact
elementsTB for eachfinitedatabaseB).
Consequently, we obtain thatLanK(ΣD), the extension ofΣD to all (also infinite non-
closed) objects inDB, is equal (up to isomorphism) to endofunctorT . That is, formally
we obtain:

Corollary 1 The following strong connection between the relational-algebra signature
endofunctorΣD translated into the database categoryDB and the closure endofunctor
T hold: T = ΣD.

Remark: Let us consider now which kind of interpretation can be givento the tensor
product (see (*) above):∫ B∈DBf DBI(B,A) ⊗ ΣDB ≃

∫ B�ωA
DBI(B,A) ⊗ ΣDB and itsB-components

(for B �ω A,that is,B ⊆ω TB ⊆ TA), DBI(B,A) ⊗ ΣDB in the enriched lfp
database categoryDB:
The second componentΣDB can not be set of signature operators, just because an ob-
ject inDB can not be set of functions, and it is not interesting in this interpretation: in
fact it can be omited fromB-component, because it is equal toTB which is the lub of
the first component, i.e., hom objectDBI(B,A) = DBI(B, TA) = ĩnB, for inclusion
arrowinB : B →֒ TA.
But for the case whenB ⊆ω TA we have forf = inB

⋃
fB, where

fB = {fσ : B → TA | ∂0(fσ) = B and∂0(fσ) = {σ(B)} for each permutationB of
relations inB and each operationσ ∈ ΣR with ar(σ) = |B|}, with f̃B ⊆ TB,
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thatDBI(B, TA) = f̃ = T (ĩnB

⋃
f̃B) = ĩnB ⊕ f̃B = TB ⊕ f̃B.

We can enlarge the source object forfB to objectTA (becauseB ⊆ω TA), in order to
obtain an equivalent mappingfB : TA → TA and to obtain a representaion of tensor
products by signature operations and signature view-basedmappingsfB : TA→ TA,
differently from mappings (i.e. functions)σ : TAar(σ) → TA in the standard case
when we useSet category, as the following interpretation:∫ B∈DBf DBI(B,A)⊗ΣDB

≃
∫ B⊆ωTA

TB ⊕ f̃B
= f̃ΣD

(wherefΣD
= (

⋃
B⊆ωTA fB) : TA→ TA)

= TA (i.e., ΣD(A) for any, also infinite, databaseA ∈ DB).
�

As we can see the translation of the relational-algebra signatureΣR is given by the
power-view endofunctorΣD = T : DB → DB, as informally presented in introduc-
tion.
Consequently, the endofunctor(A + ΣD) : DB → DB, from Proposition 9, is the
ω-cocontinuous endofunctor(A+ΣD) : DB → DB, with a chain
⊥0 �0 ((A +ΣD) ⊥0) �1 ((A+ΣD)2A ⊥

0) �2 ... (A+ΣD)ω,
where(A+ΣD) ⊥0=⊥0 +A, (A+ΣD)2A ⊥

0= (A+ΣD)(⊥0 +A) =⊥0 +A+TA,
and we obtain that the colimit of this diagram inDB is (A+ΣD)ω =⊥0 +A+

∐
ω TA.

From the fact that for coproduct (and initial object⊥0) holds that⊥0 +B ≃ B for any
B, then we can take as the colimit(A + ΣD)ω = A +

∐
ω TA. This colimit is a least

fixpoint of the monotone operator(A + ΣD) in a complete lattice of databases inDB
(Knaster-Tarski theorem).
Notice that the coproduct of two databasesA andB in DB category [6,10] corre-
sponds to completely disjoint databases, in the way that it is not possible to use re-
lations from these two databases in thesamequery: because of that we have that
T (A + B) = TA + TB, that is the set of all views of a coproductA + B is a dis-
joint union of views ofA and views ofB.
In fact we have that(A + ΣD)((A + ΣD)ω) = A + T (A +

∐
ω TA) = A + TA +

T
∐

ω TA = A+TA+
∐

ω TTA = A+TA+
∐

ω TA = A+
∐

ω TA = (A+ΣD)
ω.

We can denote this identity arrow inDB category, which is the initial(A + ΣD)-
algebra, by [inlA, inrA] : (A+ΣD)(A+

∐
ω TA)→ (A+

∐
ω TA).

Consequently, the variable injectioninlA : A →֒ T A in Set is translated into a
monomorphisminlA : A →֒ (A +

∐
ω TA) in DB category, with information flux

ĩnlA = TA. The right inclusioninrA : ΣRT A →֒ T A in Set is translated into an iso-
morphism (which is a monomorphism also)inrA : ΣD(A+

∐
ω TA) ≃ (A+

∐
ω TA)

in DB category, based on the fact thatΣD(A +
∐

ω TA) = T (A +
∐

ω TA) =
TA+ T

∐
ω TA = TA+

∐
ω TA ≃ A+

∐
ω TA.

So that ĩnrA = TA+
∐

ω TA with TA ⊆ ĩnrA.
Moreover, by this translation, anyΣR algebrah : ΣRB → B in Set is translated into
an isomorphismhD : ΣDB → B with h̃D = TB.
Consequently, the initial algebra for a given databaseA, with a set of view inTA, of the
ω-cocontinuous endofunctor(A + ΣD) : DB −→ DB comes with an induction prin-
ciple, which we can rephrase the principle as follows: For everyΣD-algebra structure
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hD : ΣDB −→ B (which must be an isomorphism) and every mappingf : A −→ B
there exists a unique arrowf# : TA −→ B such that the following diagram inDB

A ⊂
inlA- A+

∐

ω

TA � inrA
⊃ ΣD(A+

∐

ω

TA)

B

f#

?
� hD

f

-

ΣDB

ΣDf#

?

commutes, whereΣD = T andf# = [f, hD◦ΣDf#] is the uniqueinductive extension
of hD along the mappingf .
It is easy to verify that it holds. From the fact thatf = f# ◦ inlA we have that̃f =

f̃#
⋂
ĩnlA = f̃#

⋂
TA = f̃# ⊆ TA ⊆ ĩnrA. So there is the unique arrowf# that

satisfies this condition for a given arrowf . From the fact thatΣD = T , we obtain that

Σ̃Df# = T̃ f# = T f̃# = f̃# because the information fluxes are closed object w.r.t.

power-view operatorT . Consequently, we have that̃hD
⋂
Σ̃Df# = TB

⋂
Σ̃Df# =

Σ̃Df# = f̃# = f̃#
⋂
TA = f̃#

⋂
ĩnrA, so that holds the commutativityhD◦ΣDf# =

f# ◦ inrA.
The diagram above can be equivalently represented by the following unique morphism
between initial(A+ΣD)-algebra and any other(A+ΣD)-algebra:

A+
∐

ω

TA � [inlA, inrA]
(A+ΣD)(A+

∐

ω

TA)

B

f#

?
� [f, hD]

(A+ΣD)B

(A+ΣD)f#

?

Thus we obtain the following Corollary:

Corollary 2 For each objectA in DB category there is the initialΣA-algebra,
< A+

∐
ω TA, [inlA, inrA] >, where inlA : A →֒ (A+

∐
ω TA) is a monomorphism,

while inrA : ΣD(A+
∐

ω TA) →֒ (A+
∐

ω TA) is an isomorphism.

This inductive principle can be used to show that the closureoperatorT inductively
extends to the endofunctorT : DB −→ DB. Indeed, to define its actionTf on arrow
f : A −→ B, take the inductive extension ofinrB : ΣD(B +

∐
ω TB) −→ (B +∐

ω TB) (of the(B +ΣD) : DB −→ DB endofunctor with initial(B +ΣR)-algebra
structure[inlB, inrB] : (B + ΣD)(B +

∐
ω TB) −→ (B +

∐
ω TB) ) along the

compositeinlB ◦ f , i.e., (inlB ◦ f)# = [inlB ◦ f, inrB ◦ ΣD(f +
∐

ω Tf)]. The
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second diagram

A ⊂
inlA- A+

∐

ω

TA � inrA
⊃ ΣD(A+

∐

ω

TA)

B

f

?
⊂

inlB- B +
∐

ω

TB

f +
∐

ω Tf

?
� inrB

⊃ ΣD(B +
∐

ω

TB)

ΣD(f +
∐

ω Tf)

?

commutes, thus(f+
∐

ω Tf)◦inlA = inlB◦f , so, ˜f +
∐

ω Tf
⋂
ĩnlA = T̃ f

⋂
TA =

T̃ f = ĩnlB
⋂
f̃ = TB

⋂
f̃ = f̃ , i.e.,T̃ f = f̃ as originally defined for the endofunctor

T ([6]). ThatT is an endofunctor is easy to verify from the left commutativediagram
where the objectsA+

∐
ω TA can be represented as results of the composed endofunc-

tor E = (IDB +
∐

ω ◦T ) : DB → DB, whereIDB is the identity endofunctor for
DB, while the endofunctor

∐
ω : DB → DB is aω coproduct.

It is easy to verify thatinlA = ηA : A →֒ EA, whereEA = A+
∐

ω TA, is obtained
from the natural transformationη : IDB −→ E. Another example is the definition
of the operationµA : E2A −→ EA inductively extendinginrA : ΣDEA −→ EA
along the identityidEA of the objectEA (consider the first diagram, substitutingA and
B with the objectEA = A +

∐
ω TA, f with idEA andhD with inrA). Inductively

derivedηA (which is a monomorphism),µA (which is an identity, i.e.,µA = idEA,
because we have thatE2 = E) and the endofunctorE, define the monad(E, η, µ),
i.e., this monad is inductively extended in anatural wayfrom the signature endofunctor
ΣD = T : DB −→ DB.
Thus, the monad(E, η, µ), whereE = IDB +

∐
ω ◦T = IDB + T ◦

∐
ω is an in-

ductive algebraic extension of the ”coalgebraic”observation basedpower-view monad
(T, η, µ).

6.2 A coalgebraic view: corecursion and infinite trees

Coalgebras are suitable mathematical formalizations of reactive systems and their be-
havior, like to our case when we are considering databases from the query-answering,
that is, view-based approach.
This subsection presents an application of corecursion, that is, of construction method
using final coalgebras [25]. In order to better understand the rest lets give an example
for a coalgebraic point of view of a database mappings.
Example: Let a databaseA contain two relations,rP (of a predicateP with 4 at-
tributes), andrQ (of the predicateQ with 5 attributes), such that 4-th attribute ofrP
and 3-th attribute ofrQ are of the same domain. Let define the mapping at logical level
from A to B, which contains the relationrR (of a predicateR with two attributes) by
the conjunctive queryR(x, y) ← P (a, x, z) ∧ Q(b, y, z), (which by completion is an
equivalence,R(x, y)↔ P (a, x, z)∧Q(b, y, z)) where ’a’,’b’, are constants of a domain
andx, y, z are attribute variables.
Let us define now a relational algebra signature,Σ, with sorts correspondent to tuples
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of variables which represent the views and (also infinite) set of unary and binary basic
operations:
Σ = Op1 +Op2, where
Op1 = {π(S) | S ∈ P(N) for some finiteN}

⋃
{Where(C) | C is any selection

condition on attributes}
Op2 = {Join(v=w) | v, w are relation’s attributes}

⋃
{Union}

Now, the mappingf : A→ B given by the logic implication above my be equivalently
expressed by the following system of guarded equations:

< x, y >≈ π(2,5)(< v1, x, z, w1, y, z1 >)
< v1, x, z, w1, y, z1 >≈ Join(v=w)(< v1, x, z >,< w1, y, z1 >)
< v1, x, z >≈Where(v=′a′)(< v, x, z >)
< w1, x, z1 >≈Where(w=′b′)(< w, x, z1 >)
< v, x, z >≈ π(2,3,4)(< x1, v, x, z >)
< w, x, z1 >≈ π(1,2,3)(< w, x, z1, z2, z3 >)
< x1, v, x, z >≈ rP
< w, x, z1, z2, z3 >≈ rQ

such that the relationrR is the solution of this system for the tuple-variable< x, y >.
The polynomial endofunctor ofSet, HΣ : Set → Set, derived by this signatureΣ,
for any given set of tuple variablesX (in example above< x, y >,< v1, x, z >
,< w1, x, z1 >,< v, x, z >,< w, x, z1 >,< x1, v, x, z >,< w, x, z1, z2, z3 >,<
v1, x, z, w1, y, z1 >∈ X), is of the form
HΣ(X) =

∐
n<ω Opn ×X

n =
∐

n∈{1,,2}Opn ×X
n

It is easy to verify that right parts of equations (except twolast equations) belong to
HΣ(X). The right parts of the last two equations belong to ”parameters” databaseA,
i.e.,rP , rQ ∈ A.
Thus, the system of guarded equations above, which define a mapping from a database
A to a databaseB, my be expressed by the functionfe : X → HΣ(X) +A (for exam-
ple,fe(< v1, x, z, w1, y, z1 >) = Join(v=w)(< v1, x, z >,< w1, y, z1 >)), which is
just a coalgebra of the polynomialSet endofunctorHΣ( ) + A : Set → Set with the
signatureΣX = Σ

⋃
X (the tuple-variables inX are seen as operations of arity 0).

It is known [25] that such polynomial endofunctors ofSet have afinal coalgebra
which is the algebra of all finite and infiniteΣX -labelled trees, i.e., the set of all views
T∞(A), so thatT∞(A) = HΣ(T∞(A)) + A , i.e.,T∞(A) is the maximal fixpoint of
the endofunctorHΣ( ) +A.
So we obtained that for any databaseA, its complete power-view objectT∞(A) cor-
responds to the final coalgebra of the iteratable endofunctor HΣ( ) + A, in the way
that the guarded system of equations defined by a database mappingf has theunique
solutions : X → T∞(A), which is theHΣ( ) + A-coalgebra homomorphism from
the coalgebra(X, fe) into the final coalgebra(T∞(A),≃), as given by the following
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commutative diagram inSet:

X
s - T∞(A)

HΣ(X) + A

fe

? HΣ(s) +A- HΣ(T∞(A)) +A

≃

?

It means, for example, thats(< x, y >) ∈ T∞(A) is the unique solution of the conjunc-
tive formulaP (a, x, z) ∧ Q(b, y, z) which is given in the body of the mapping query
from a databaseA into a databaseB, and which is a part of the minimal Herbrand
model for the logic theory expressed by this database mapping.
Let us now consider coalgebra properties inDB category.We define aniteratableend-
ofunctorH of a categoryD if for every objectX of D the endofunctorH( ) +X has
an final algebra. We are going to show that the signature endofunctorΣR is iteratable.

Proposition 10 Every endofunctorΣRA
= (ΣR + A) : DB −→ DB has the final

ΣRA
-coalgebra,< T∞A, < pl, pr >: T∞A→ ΣRT∞A+A >, wherepl : T∞A։

A andpr : T∞A ։ ΣRT∞A are the unique product epimorphisms of the (co)product
TA ≃ ΣRTA + A obtained as a maximal fixpoint of this endofunctor. Thus for any
databaseA its power-view objectT∞A, that is the set ofall views ofA obtained by
finite and infinite tree terms of theSPJRU relational algebra, is a finalΣRA

-algebra.

The final coalgebra< T∞A,< pl, pr >> (where< pl, pr > is an isomorphism) of
the endofunctorΣRA

= ΣR +A : DB −→ DB comes with an coinduction principle,
and since it is the (co)productΣRTA + A, we can rephrase the principle as follows:
For everyΣR-coalgebra structureh : B → ΣRB (which is an isomorphism) and every
mappingf : B −→ A there exists a unique arrowf# : B → T∞A such that the
diagram

A �� pl
T∞A

pr-- ΣRT∞A

B

f#

6

h-

�

f

ΣRB

ΣRf
#

6

commutes inDB, wheref# =< f,ΣRf
# ◦ h > is the uniquecoinductive extension

of h along the mappingf.
Note thatf# :< B,< h, f >>→< T∞A,< pl, pr >> is the unique arrow to the final
ΣRA

-coalgebra from the coalgebra of the map< h, f >: B → ΣRB +A:

B
f#

- T∞(A)

ΣR(B) +A

< h, f >

? ΣR(f
#) +A- ΣR(T∞(A)) + A

≃

?
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This coinductive principle can be used to show that the closure operatorT∞ coinduc-
tively extends to the endofunctorT∞ : DB −→ DB. Indeed, to define its actionT∞f
on arrowf : B −→ A, take the inductive extension ofpr : T∞B → ΣRT∞B (of
theΣRB

: DB −→ DB endofunctor with the finalΣRB
= (ΣR + B)-coalgebra

structure< pl, pr >: T∞B → ΣRT∞B + B ) along the compositef ◦ pl, i.e.,
T∞f , (f ◦ pl)# =< f ◦ pl, ΣRT∞f ◦ pr >. (Note thatT∞f can be seen as a homo-
morphism from theΣR-coalgebra< T∞B, pr > to theΣR-coalgebra< T∞A, pr >).
So we obtain the following commutative diagram inDB:

A �� pl
T∞A

pr-- ΣRT∞A

B

f

6

�� pl
T∞B

T∞f

6

pr-- ΣRT∞B

ΣRT∞f

6

Thus, final coalgebras of the functorsΣRA
form a monad(T∞, η, µ), called thecom-

pletely iterative monadgenerated by signatureΣR.

7 Conclusions

In previous work we defined a categoryDB where objects are databases and mor-
phisms between them are extensional GLAV mappings between databases. We defined
equivalent (categorically isomorphic) objects (databaseinstances) from thebehavioral
point of view based on observations: each arrow (morphism) is composed by a num-
ber of ”queries” (view-maps), and each query may be seen as anobservationover
some database instance (object ofDB). Thus, we characterized each object inDB
(a database instance) by its behavior according to a given set of observations. In this
way two databasesA andB are equivalent (bisimilar) if they have the same set of its
observable internal states, i.e. whenTA is equal toTB. It has been shown that such a
DB category is equal to its dual, it is symmetric in the way that the semantics of each
morphism is an closed object (database) and viceversa each database can be represented
by its identity morphism, so thatDB is a 2-category.
In [8,8] has been introduced the categorial (functors) semantics for two basic database
operations:matchingandmerging(and data federation), and has been defined the al-
gebraic database lattice. In the same paper has bee shown that DB is concrete, small
and locally finitely presentable (lfp) category, and thatDB is also monoidal symmetric
V-category enriched over itself. Based on these results theauthors developed a metric
space and a subobject classifier forDB category, and they have shown that it is a weak
monoidal topos.
In this paper we presented some other contributions for thisintensive exploration of
properties and semantics ofDB category. Here we considered some Universal algebra
considerations and relationships ofDB category and standardSet category. We defined
a categorial coalgebraic semantics for GLAV database mappings based on monads, and
of general (co)algebraic and (co)induction properties fordatabases.
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It was shown that a categorial semantics of database mappings can be given by the
Kleisly category of the power-view monadT , that is, was show that Kleisly category
is a model for database mappings up to the equivalence≈ of morphisms inDB cate-
gory. It was demonstrated that Kleisly category is isomorphic to theDB category, and
that call-by-values and call-by-name paradigms of programs (database mappings) are
represented by equivalent morphisms. Moreover, it was shown that each database query
(which is a program) is a monadicT -coalgebra, and that any morphism between two
T -coalgebras defines the semantics for the relevant query-rewriting.
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